


Drawing from the pioneering legacy of providing comfort and
quality over five decades, Master presents Celeste Home Fashion 
as a lifestyle brand offering a wide range of interior options with 

furniture, decorative accessories and sleep solutions. 
Trendy, fashionable and experimental, with unmatchable  customer 
service, Celeste Home Fashion offers a one stop solution for those 

who want to make a style statement with their living spaces.



Make your bedroom a luxurious private retreat with a stylish bed from our collection. 
Your bed style is a strong personal statement and becomes the visual focal point of your 
bedroom. There is a large selection of beds, from timeless classics to modern 
contemporary. From classic look to high style graceful look. The style you choose 
should reflect your good taste, suits your style and exudes comfort and personality.



Modern, clean & simple. The Apollo collection is a striking 
combination of luxe and minimalism.

Apollo
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The Oracle collection is a modern take on the old world charm 
of a classic design.

Oracle
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Art Nouveau inspired, the Delphi collection vaunts a warm 
expression that prides itself on a calm vibrancy.

Delphi
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Behold the beauty of our unique Aphrodite bed as an ode to 
love and romance.

Aphrodite
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Bold and broody, the low-winged Aurai bed. The sleek arch style, translated in upholstered curvature headboard, 
and classy studded details throughout the collection speaks style, serenity, and simplicity. 

Aurai
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For those who love the grandeur of royalty, nothing 
matches the Helios collection.

Helios
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Our Selene bed is sleek, stylish and downright stunning.

Selene
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An enduring example of Hollywood Glam, Clio boasts a solid 
construction enriched with the most virile of hues.

Clio
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With a deceptively simple tufted design and intriguing gold leaf 
accents, the Iris bedset is a paradigm of classy minimalism.

Iris
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The intricate and detailed pleating on the smoothly rounded 
edge of the Brizo collection make it an absolute charmer.

Brizo
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This whiskey-tinted bed set meticulously features the natural 
contours of the live edge expression to the wood.

Titan
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Surround yourself in comfort and go from entertaining in your living room to treating 
guests to a restful night seamlessly with our seating options ranging from beautifully 
handcrafted wingchairs and sofas to state of the art recliners and space saving yet 
stunning sofa-cum-beds.

SEATING



Stylish, creative & joyful living. The Hestia Sectional Sofa works with a variety of home 
styles and is a classic design furnishing a contemporary style home.

HESTIA
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Sofa bed – a fancy alternative to traditional sleeping 
arrangements.

GAIA
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Carrying a rich vibrant profile, the Athena collection
personifies edginess with classy aesthetics.

Athena
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Grace and beauty are two defining words when it comes to Apollo Sofa. Created with tufted 
upholstery, it is an enduring masterpiece offering utmost comfort and uniqueness to you room. 

Apollo
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Simplicity is redefined with the clean lines of the
Atlas collection.

Atlas
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The Olympia Poof Collection – simple and effective design, careful finishing, exceptional 
fabric, bright and very soft to the touch, with its incredible modularity. 

Olympia
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Alessa is understated magnificence. Bring out the best in your 
interiors with this sophisticated sofa.

Alessa
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Delve into the luxurious comfort of this spectacular
sectional sofa.

Alexa
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Perfect for entertaining and for sleeping, the Contempo adds a 
touch of glam to the simplicity of sofa cumbeds.

Contempo
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Plush, practical and cosy. The Comforti sofa cum bed is a homely
addition to your living space to lounge on.

Comforti
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A chair can be an independent piece of furniture or a beautiful 
addition to a complete set.

Aphrodite Chair
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Opposite ends of the spectrum, yet style and comfort remain 
uncompromised with our range of seating options. 

Brizo Chair
A chair that has irreproachable comfort and a very inviting 
silhouette.

Iris Chair
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Features a sophisticated and sober design. Metallic details on
the legs and connections add a luxurious touch.

Ares Chair
The seat is soft and complimented by an elegantly curved back. 
The thin, tapered beech legs create a feeling of lightness.

Rhodes Chair
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Fully upholstered chair features a pleated back and an inviting, 
bourgeois appearance.

Helios Chair
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Our creations are the fruits of philosophy, “simplexity”: the art of giving an 
apparent simplicity to a complex shape. Offering a collection of tables, chairs 
and armchairs with a biomorphic aesthetic that eschews straight lines and is 
complemented by refined finishes.

DINING TABLE



A sophisticated indulgence. Crafted with a solid wood base topped with a walnut 
rectangular surface, this dining table is as beautiful as it is functional. 

Ares Dining Table
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Elektra dining table is not just a piece of furniture but a sculptural work of art. Inspired by the 
complex textures in nature, the smooth finish of drift wood and the resin effect, gives a striking 
effect of a flowing river, this sculptural piece becomes an island with its aquatic theme!

Elektra
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With modern Scandinavian design, every element of this piece feels purposeful.  Share a meal 
and fruitful conversation over the harmonious design of Rhodes Dining Table.

Rhodes
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A Coffee Table For Every Style

The living room becomes livable with the inclusion of a good looking and useful coffee 
table.  Coffee tables stand out as pieces of art and make for great conversation starters. 
These tables are made from a variety of materials and you will want to choose a design 
that best blends into your existing decor. 

COFFEE TABLE



A natural fit for any decor. This table features sturdy construction 
and a rich marble finish. 

Olympia
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Alluring metro design features!

Petras
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A richly crafted masterpiece made for years of satisfaction.

Triton
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Create an unmistakably style-focused space with the remarkable look of consoles & end 
tables. With effortless aplomb, it makes a statement in contemporary sophistication. 
Creating an aesthetic that’s both cool and composed. At its core, its a look thats right at 
home with modern sensibilities.

CONSOLES - 
END TABLES



A labyrinth of ordered chaos; of patterns and geometry. 

Consoles
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This beautiful server has the modern clean lines that look great 
in any decor.

Cabinet
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The essence of timeless style. Simple yet elegant, it features classic silhouettes, fashionable 
finishes, custom-designed hardware and vintage inspired detailing.

Shelves
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Sleek metal frames in a sophisticated finish create great contrast and harmony. Beautifully 
captures the elegance and grandeur of fine traditional design. 

End Tables
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Add a big touch of country style to your living area. It’s visually 
appealing with the flexibility you need. 

TV Unit
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Mirrors Brightens a Space, Mirrors Opens up a Space, Mirrors are a Focal Point!
Give the illusion of having a grand space by hanging them in a petite area like a dining 
nook, or transitional areas, such as entryways, hallways, and stairways.

MIRRORS



Mirrors are works of art. Frames that accentuate the colors and 
designs you already have in your home.

Mirrors
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Mirrors create an impactful and interesting effect and ideal for 
any room in need of natural elements.

Mirrors
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There’s nothing like an abundance of good, natural light to make a space feel open 
and happy. Mirrors are a great way to brighten up a room. 

Mirrors
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Accessories can often make or break your room design. Unique and rustic 
appleal to your home living space.

DECOR



A labyrinth of ordered chaos; of patterns and geometry, is our 
Notre Monde collection.

Notre Monde
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An eclectic mix of colors and materials come together to create 
pure magic.

Accessories
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Heed the call of the wild and let a manifestation of nature take 
over dark corners.

Accessories
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To store or display, these fascinating pieces make your home 
ideal for entertaining.

Accessories
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Ranging from classic to contemporary, our variety of table 
lamps fit every mood.

Exquisite Lamps
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Lighting has never looked so enchanting. Our chandeliers are 
available in multiple sizes, materials and finishes to fit all your needs.

Chandeliers
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Find lighting options to fit your style so your interiors 
always stand out.

Chandeliers
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Lahore:
140,  Y Block, DHA, 0345 4483848

Karachi:
26th Street, DHA, 021 35838760

CelesteHomeFashion
celestehomefashion
celestehomefashion


